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Abstract— In this paper, we expand the human-friendly control
concept which has been restricted only to the robot controls into
general assistive controls. For a demonstration of this generalized
human-friendly control, we adopt a power-assisted wheelchair
and apply a novel control to it.

We investigate some requirements for this generalized human-
friendly control and suggest solutions to it. Our solution approach
consists of two parts: one is on the observation problem, the other
is on the control problem.

We pick up two problems which happen in power-assisted
wheelchair control by gravity. The first is the tendency of falling
backward that is related to the observation problem, and the
other is the difficulty in propulsion on a hill that is related
to the control problem. We propose solutions to each problem,
generalize them, and try to establish the human-friendly control.
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state observer, steady state kalman filter, multisensor, two-degree-
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Control design necessary for the development of human-
friendly robots has been researched recently. These human-
friendly control designs are not necessary only for robot
control. They should be applied to all products that are used
near people.

Nowadays advanced power assistance tools are drawing
people’s attention as emerging control application. These tools
are usually located near a man or attached to one’s body, and
amplify human power. This operational environment makes the
control difficult and unique to these tools. Though a variety
of power assistance tools are being developed, there is little
discussion on control methods for those tools.

This paper proposes the human-friendly control for the
control of these power assistance tools.

A power-assisted wheelchair is a good example of that
kind of assistance tools. Development of controllers for a
power-assisted wheelchair has just started[1]. In conventional
power-assisted wheelchairs, motors just multiply original hu-
man force to drive by up to several times. But, when a
wheelchair goes on a hill, assisting motors can worsen the
maneuverability, because the controller of motors does not
consider the slope of ground and does the same control while
it is on level ground. Besides that, when a wheelchair goes

Fig. 1. Power-assisted Wheelchair as an Example of Power Assistance Tools
(YAMAHA JW II)

down a hill, power assistance does make dangerous situation
because it increases the speed.

To prevent these problems, assistance system should distin-
guish the road condition and know the phase of the wheelchair.
But how can the controller sense all these information? We
will pick up this sensing problem in Section III and VI.

In Section II, V we explain what is necessary for the human-
friendly control. Since discussed requirements in Section II
are somewhat general ideas, we specialize this general ideas
by realizing them in the power-assisted wheelchair control in
Section III, IV and VI.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR THEHUMAN -FRIENDLY CONTROL

The next four characteristics are the requirements for the
human-friendly control.

Adaptation to the environment
The range of human activities is large. Power assis-
tance tools used for these human activities should
adapt to various environment.

Excellent operational performance
Power assistance tools are located near a man. Ev-
ery movement of the tools will affect user’s sense
directly. So as not to make user uncomfortable, the
controller should have excellent operational perfor-
mance.

Flexibility to disturbance
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Fig. 2. Physical Values Needed for Control

Disturbance is defined as power which is not pro-
duced from the controller. In this meaning, human
power is a disturbance for the controller, and strict
rejection of this disturbance can make dangerous
situation or awkward operation.

Useful evaluation of control
There are little established evaluation about how
human-friendly the controller is. It is due to the
difficulty in description of the performance in math-
ematical way.

These are the problems in the human-friendly control, and
solutions to each problems will help to establish the human-
friendly control. To this end, we propose some solutions here.

The observer design technology can play important roles to
improve the adaptation and operation performance of power
assistance tools. There are more physical values that should be
controlled in human-friendly control compared with the con-
ventional industrial control. Those physical values which we
want to use control can be obtained using various observers.

In industrial controls, disturbances should be rejected per-
fectly up to high frequency bandwidth. This strategy is not
suitable for these power assistance tools. Disturbance atten-
uation should be more flexible. There is compliance control
in robot controls for flexible disturbance rejection, but it has
lots of things to be discussed to be applied to general power
assistance tools.

For this generalization towards other assistance tools, we
propose a flexible disturbance attenuation control in Section
V. The design of disturbance response is strongly related
to the human-friendly control. More freedom of degree in
disturbance attenuation control makes the control human-
friendly. In Section V we argue more about this thing.

III. A NALYSIS OF THE PHASE OF A WHEELCHAIR USING

AN STATES OBSERVER

There are some important physical values when one drives
a wheelchair, such as driving speed(vf in figure 2) and
inclination angle(θp in figure 2). Inclination angle in the phase
plane can denote the stability of the wheelchair in the pitch
direction. If a controller can use the value, it will make the
rider feel comfortable even when the wheelchair is on a hill.
An observer which observes these two values is developed
here.

A. Observer Design Using Multisensor

Here, an observer that will estimate the inclination angle(θp)
and the driving speed(vf ) is designed. In order to design this
observer, states in equation (1) are adopted.ωp, ωf are the
angular velocites ofθp, θf , and dp, df are the disturbance
exerted onωp, ωf respectively.

x =
(

ωp ωf θp θf dp df

)T
(1)

Velocity of a wheelchairvf is calculated byvf = Rθf

ignoring slips on wheels. Motion equation of these states is
shown in equation(2).
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ẋ = Ax + Bu (3)

Jf , Jp, Bf , Bp are inertias and dampings in each state. This
equation uses disturbances to simplify the equation. The input
torque ofθp is set as 0, andθp is excited only by disturbance
dp.

Three sensors(encoder, gyroscope, accelerometer) are used
for measurements. Output equations are shown in Table (I).

Encoder yenc= θf

Gyroscope ygyro = ωp

Accelerometer yaccx = Rω̇f cos θp + g sin θp

yaccy = g cos θp −Rω̇f sin θp

TABLE I

OUTPUT EQUATION OF EACH SENSOR

The measurementsax, ay in the accelerometer is described
in figure(3).ax is linearized and used for the observer. This
results in the output equation for the observer shown in
equation (4).

ax

g ay

θpaf

Fig. 3. Accelerations measured by accelerometer
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With this output equation, a state observer described in
equation (5) is designed. The observer gainL is decided using
the steady state kalman filter method, for this observer uses
the multisensor.

˙̂x = Ax̂ + Bu + L (y −Cx̂−Du) (5)

B. Experimental Results

Due to the limitation of sensors, the measurements ofvf and
θp can be incorrect. In order to getvf information, we should
differentiate the encoder output discretely. If the resolution of
the encoder is too low or the angular velocity of the wheel is
too low, the discretely differentiated velocity will be very noisy
and incorrect. To overcome this, a low pass filter is utilized,
but it will make the estimation slow.

And for the measurement ofθp, the value of a gyroscope
is integrated. If there is some noise in the output of the
gyroscope, the drift phenomenon will occur.
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Fig. 4. Estimated States:̂ωf and θ̂p

Proposed observer can overcome these two problems. Ex-
perimental results shown in figure 4 explain this point. Each
figure showsωf andθp respectively. In (a), the wheelchair runs
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Fig. 6. Power-assisted Controller.

straightly without a wheelie, while in (b) there is a wheelie
around 4 sec. Red line in the upper figure of each experiment,
which showsωf , is the differential of the encoder output.
This value is very noisy and delayed, while the estimation
of the proposed observer (blue line) is fast and not noisy.
To investigate the robustness of proposed observer, we added
a noise to the gyroscope output at 10 sec. Compared to the
integration of the gyroscope output (red line in the below
figure of each experiment), the proposed observer estimation
(blue line) shows robust observation results.

From this experimental result, we can conclude that using
the proposed observer, the drift phenomenon can be avoided
and better velocity information will be obtained.

C. Fundamental method for power-assistance control

The power-assistance units amplify the manual inputs from
the push rims with first order delay. The equation of power-
assistance controller is

Tassist = α
1

1 + τs
Thuman, (6)

where α is power-assistance-ratio,Tassist is the amplified
torque from the push rim,Thuman is the input torque from
the push rim andτ is the time constant of first order delay.
τ should be a suitable value realizing inertia for wheelchair.
Therefore,τ at the beginning of propelling should be small
value and that at the ending should be large as the following
relations.

τ =
{

τfast
d
dtThuman > 0

τslow
d
dtThuman < 0

, (τfast < τslow) (7)

For example, our experiments adopt the following values
respectively,

τfast = 0.08[s], τslow = 1.0[s]. (8)

And the behavior of this controller is shown in Fig.5.
Fig.6 shows the block diagram of power-assistance con-

troller.
Falling backward occurs as the interaction betweenθp and

its angular velocity,ωp. These two values is estimated by the
proposed observer.
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Fig. 7. Man-wheelchair Phase Plane.
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D. Analysis of Falling Backward Using Phase Plane

In this part, the falling backward phenomenon of a
wheelchair is discussed with a phase plane forθ̂p and ωp.
Because the falling backward is caused not only by the
position of theθp but also by its angular velocity. Fig.7 shows
man-wheelchair phase plane, which divides the plane into
three regions depending on the level of danger; A) proper
safety zone (ωp < 0 and below the negative slope asymptote),
B) semi-safety zone (θp < 0, ωp > 0 and below the negative
slope asymptote), and C) dangerous zone (above the negative
slope asymptote).

Point P in Fig.7, which denotes man-wheelchair system
maneuvering, is staying generally at the point(θp, ωp) =
(θ0, 0). But it will shift to C region through B region when
falling backward occurs. Figs.8, 9 show the result of falling
backward controlled by a subject without power-assistance
control. There, of course, are some offset between gyro sensor
(see Fig.10)’s angle and the estimated in Fig.8. And it is shown
in Fig.9 that the subject operated the wheelchair successfully
to return from C region.

IV. POWER-ASSISTANCE-RATIO CONTROL METHOD

BASED ON PHASE PLANE ANALYSIS

A. Design of power-assistance-ratio

Power-assistance-ratio control strategy for falling backward
is proposed in this section. Power-assisted wheelchair should
be controlled by the operator to be some extent from a
viewpoint of secure feeling, hence we aim at realization of
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Fig. 10. Experimental Setup.
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Fig. 11. Experimental Results.

falling backward compatible controller with operations. The
proposed power-assistance-ratio adjustment is shown as

α = αmax exp(β
ωp

θ̂p

), (9)

where β is the decreasing constant which decides a speed
of decreasing power-assistance-ratio.ωp/θ̂p implies the slope
from origin on the phase plane, namely the level of danger.
αmax is the maximum power-assistance-ratio.

B. Experiments

Fig.10 shows the construction of the experimental apparatus.
Experiments withβ = [0.5, 3.0] are performed that the
subject propels rims so that falling backward would occur
intentionally. The results are shown in Fig.11. Fig.11(a), in
case ofβ = 0.5, denotes a dangerous incident that the operator
can no longer get up himself, however, Fig.11(b), in case
of β = 3.0, denotes a safe front-wheel raising to get over
the step on the uneven grand.β can adjust the extent of
falling backward control and should be chosen considering
the operators’ preferences and driving characteristics.



V. FLEXIBLE DISTURBANCE ATTENUATION CONTROL -
GENERALIZATION OF COMPLIANCE CONTROL

As we explained in Section II, the design of the disturbance
response plays very important role in the human-friendly
control. Power assistance tools compenaste human power
against external force. Human power, however, itself can be a
disturbance when it is seen from the controller. This problem is
similar to the cooperation problem between robot and human,
but more general.

A. Disturbance Attenuation Problem Unique to Power Assis-
tance Tools

The disturbance observer in figure 12 is a typical method of
the disturbance rejection in industrial motor controls. It aims
at perfect disturbance rejection up to high frequency ranges.
This perfect disturbance rejection is not suitable for the power
assist control. Disturbance in power assistance tools can be
related to human activities in many cases. Stiff rejection of
disturbance can worsen the operational performance and even
make dangerous situation.
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Fig. 12. The Structure of the Disturbance Observer

The disturbance attenuation should be flexible when it is
applied to the power assistance tools. But the feedback in this
disturbance observer is not suitable for flexible disturbance
attenuation. The adjustable parameter in the disturbance ob-
server is only suitable for the stiff rejection, and does not
provide enough degree of freedom for the flexible disturbance
attenuation.

B. Flexible Disturbance Attenuation Control

How can we make the disturbance attenuation flexible? As a
solution we propose a feedback controller in figure 13. We can
design the disturbance response arbitrarily using this feedback.
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Fig. 13. Proposed Flexible Disturbance Attenuation Control

By this feedback controller, the response of the wheelchair
will be :

y = P

(
1 + CPn

1 + CP
r +

1
1 + CP

d

)
. (10)

r is a reference input andd is a disturbance, which are
assisted torque and gravity respectively. Note that ifPn =
P , the response byr will be Pr, which means the feedback
controller does not affect this response. However the response
by d is adjusted to P

1+CP d from Pd.
This is the very feature of the two-degree-of-freedom

(TDOF) control [5]. The TDOF controller designs the input re-
sponse and the disturbance response separately. Conventional
TDOF control design such as [5] uses the disturbance observer
for the design of the disturbance response. But, using proposed
controller, we can design a TDOF controller with flexible
disturbance attenuation.

The passive adaptive control in [6] has the same structure
with figure 13. While [6] adoptedP−1

n for C to realize the
perfect disturbance rejection, our proposed method decidesC
considering physical characteristics.

Flexible disturbance attenuation does not reject disturbance
perfectly. It just modifies the physical characteristics of the
plant against disturbance. This point is similar with the com-
pliance control[7] used in robot controls.

Utilizing various filters asC, we can realize various flexible
disturbance attenuations, and it will provide enough degree of
freedom. We will design a gravity compensation controller as
one example of this flexible disturbance attenuation in next
section.

VI. GRAVITY COMPENSATIONCONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Necessity of Gravity Compensation in the Power-assisted
Wheelchair

Propulsion of a wheelchair on a hill is heavier burden
than on level ground. Figure 14 compares necessary torques
for propulsions in these two cases. It shows that necessary
propulsion torque on hills is much larger than the torque for
level ground propulsion, which means on hills, the power assist
control is more necessary. However, many of commercial
power-assisted wheelchairs do not assist the propulsion on hills
because of difficulties of control.
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Fig. 14. Necessary torques to drive a wheelchair (Upper: drive on level
ground, Lower: drive on hill)

On a hill, a wheelchair will be tilted and its center of balance
will shift to the unstable area. This is a problem of the power
assist control of a wheelchair on a hill. Inadequate power



assistance makes the wheelchair unstable and fall backward,
because assisting power will work in the same direction with
gravity.

B. Flexible Gravity Attenuation Control

Figure 15 shows the structure of proposed gravity attenua-
tion controller. The TDOF controller using proposed flexible
disturbance attenuation is applied.
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Fig. 15. Structure of flexible gravity attenuation controller applied to a
power-assisted wheelchair

1
Js+B is the dynamics of the wheelchair, and ”FF

Cont.(Assist)” means a feedforward controller for a power
assistance which will beK

τf +1 , whereK is an assistance ratio.
Controller in the dotted rectangular is the gravity compensa-
tion controller.

Increasing the friction and inertia of the wheelchair makes
the wheelchair seem heavy to gravity. This can be flexible
gravity attenuation. The controller will produce just a certain
amount of power to attenuate the effect of gravity on the
wheelchair. The amount can be modified arbitrarily based on
the inertia and friction of the wheelchair changed by the filter
C. To this end, we adoptJds + Bd asC, and it will change
like follows:

1
Js + B

→ 1
(J + Jd)s + (B + Bd)

. (11)

C. Experimental verification of proposed method

The effectiveness of this gravity compensation controller are
verified by experiments using the same experimental setup in
figure 10.

Two kinds experiment were done. One is done on level
ground and the other is done on a hill. The result is shown
in figure 16. In contrast to the drive on level ground, on a
hill the controller produces a certain amount of motor torque
while there is no human torque input. Almost same torque is
produced even when the wheelchair descend the hill.

The amount of produced torque can be adjusted by theBd

parameter, and the parameterJd will adjust the response time
against gravity.
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VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we suggested the human-friendly control.
Some requirements for this human-friendly control were listed
and we proposed solutions to those requirements. The solu-
tions are applied to a power-assisted wheelchair control.

The first suggestion was the development of observer for
important physical values. The observer should be designed to
make user of power assistance tools feel comfort and to adapt
to various environments. The observer we proposed was an
example that provide a rider safe and natural assistive control.
Also we have shown that sensor fusion by the observer design
method can improve the ability of sensors.

The other suggestion was the flexible disturbance attenu-
ation. It provides the TDOF control which can design the
disturbance response by changing physical values of a plant,
and it can make the response flexible. In the gravity com-
pensation control, the parameters was inertia, damping. This
flexible disturbance attenuation is a key when we design a
controller for power assistance tools, because the stiffness to
the disturbance should be modified arbitrarily.

What we have suggested in this paper showed that advanced
motion control theory can improve existing power assistance
systems when it is properly designed. There are many things
to be discussed to establish this human-friendly control. How-
ever, this technology is notable not only from the viewpoint
of engineering but also from that of society.
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